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ABSTRACT 
The trace takes bilinear forms over a separable field extension to certain bilinear 
forms over the base field. This paper shows how to compute the inverse of that 
process. The construction implies that two known ways of classifying rational symmet- 
ric matrices under orthogonal similarity are actually the same. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let A, and A, be symmetric matrices over the rationals. S. Friedland [2] 
has studied when there is an invertible rational Q with QArQ’ = A, and 
QQ” = 1. As he says, th is is equivalent to the question of equivalence of the 
pairs (A,, I) and (A,, I>, where (A, B) is said to be equivalent to 
(QAQ”, QBQ”> f or invertible Q. But he uses a different method to derive a 
set of invariants in his case. In this paper, I shall show that (after suitable 
normalization) the invariants coming from the general treatment of symmet- 
ric pairs (A, B) are the same as those found by Friedland. This will allow us 
also to determine exactly the fields other than the rationals over which his 
method is valid. The equivalence of the two sets of invariants is not obvious, 
and the theorem behind it will be our main result. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
I shall begin by describing the classification of pairs [3], using a simplify- 
ing assumption valid in Friedland’s case. Let K be a field, char(K) # 2. Let 
A and B be symmetric bilinear forms on a K-space V. Suppose B is 
nonsingular. There is then a unique linear S : V + V satisfying the identity 
A( x, y) = B( Sx, y); if we identify the forms with matrices in a fixed basis, we 
have S = B-IA. Thus (with B nonsingular) classifying symmetric pairs 
(A, B) is equivalent to classifying pairs (S, B) with B(Sx, y) = B(x, Sy). It is 
easy to see that the distinct primary components into which S splits V are 
automatically orthogonal for B, and thus we can classify pairs by classifying 
their restrictions to primary components. 
Now we make the simplifying assumption that the minimal polynomial of 
S is separable (i.e., relatively prime to its derivative). In Friedland’s case, this 
is true because A is diagonalizable over the reals. This allows us to simplify 
the treatment in [3], which had to allow for multiple factors and inseparable 
field extensions (cf. [4, p. 2381). Indeed, we now only need to classify pairs 
(S,B) on spaces W where S : W + W has a separable irreducible minimal 
polynomial and B is bilinear with B(Sx, y> = B(x, Sy). The action of S on 
W makes W into a vector space over a separable extension field L = K[S]. 
In this setting we have the following familiar result [l, p. 142; 5, p. 2291. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L/K be a finite separable field extension, Tr : L + K 
the trace. Let W be a K-space with a linear transformation S : W + W where 
L = K[ S]. Then the mapping C e Tr 0 C is a bijection between 
L-bilinear forms C on W 
and 
K-bilinearforrnsBon Wwith B(Sx, y) = B(r, Sy). 
We have C symmetric ijf B is symmetric. 
Proof. Let S correspond to CY in L. Then clearly 
B( Sx, y) = Tro C( Sx, y) = Tro C( crx, y) = Tr0 C( x, oy) 
= Tro C( x, Sy) = B( x, Sy). 
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Clearly also the mapping is K-linear. IF C is not identically zero, then the 
values of C(x, y) runs through all of L; hence their traces B(x, y) are not all 
zero, as L is separable. It follows that the mapping is one-to-one. As 
B(y, x-1 = TroC(y, xl, we see that C is symmetric iff B is symmetric. 
Finally, note that if {e,, . . . , e,} is an L-basis of W, then the Skei with 
0 < k < 1 L : K) are a K-basis. The condition B( Sx, y) = B( X, Sy) shows that 
B(Skei, -1 is determined by B(ej, -1, and thus the space of all such B has 
dimension at most 
n-dim,(W) = n21L: KI, 
which is the K-dimension of the space of possible C. ??
Now on each primary component, clearly a K-isomorphism Q : W -+ W’ 
with QSQ-’ = S’ and B(x, y> = B’(Qx, Qy) is the same as an L-isomor- 
phism with C(x, y> = C’(Qr, Qy). Thus the pairs on these primary compo- 
nents are classified by symmetric bilinear forms (equivalently, quadratic 
forms) over the appropriate extension fields L. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Friedland’s method constructs invariants of exactly this type, and it turns 
out that they are precisely the same. The reason for this is that the main step 
in his method actually gives the inverse of the mapping in Proposition 1. 
Here is the theorem involved. 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 1, let p be an eigen- 
value of S in an extension field. Extend B and S linearly to B, and S, on 
W, = W @ K(p). Let W’ be the eigenspace (w E W, 1 Spw = pw}, and let 
C’ be the restriction of B, to this K[ p]-subspace. Then the bilinear form C’ 
on W’ is isometric to the C on W that corresponds to B in Proposition 1. 
Proof. We view W, as a module over L 0, L, where the action is 
through the isomorphisms L = K[S] and L 1 K[ p]. As L is separable, so is 
the algebra L o L. There is an algebra homomorphism L 8 L + L sending 
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A 0 /.L to hp. By separability there is a complement, giving us L 8 L = L f~ 
M for some K-algebra M. Thus there is an idempotent e in L 8 L such that 
(h 8 l>e = (1 @ h)e for all h and (L @ L)e = L. Hence W’ = eWP. I claim 
now more precisely that w c, e(w 8 1) is an isometry from C on W to C’ 
on W’. Clearly this mapping is at least L-linear. 
Let wi be an L-basis of W. Then wi @ 1 is an L Q L-basis of WP, and so 
e(w, 8 1) is an L-basis of W’. Thus the mapping is an L-isomorphism. The 
function Tr, , K @ Id: L 8 L + L is the same as the trace of L o L over 
1 @ L. We can compute this trace from the decomposition L @ M, and thus 
we see (Tr 8 Id)(e) = Tr(l @ 0) = 1. 
Now let C(w,, wj) = cij. Write e = Cr, 8 sk. Then 
C’(e(w, 63 l), e(wj 8 1)) 
= Bp(( Crk @ sk)(wi @ l>, ( CCrl @ sl)(wj @ ‘1) 
= ~z+j$l&?-$Vj)SkS~ = ~T+-kfj’lcij) SkSl 
k,l k,l 
= (Tr @ W( ,cI( rk @ sk)(rl @ sl)(cij @ ‘)) 
= (Tr 8 Id)[e(cij Q l)] = (Tr 8 Id)[e(l 8 cij>] 
= cij(Tr 8 Id)(e) = cij. ??
Friedland’s method splits into primary components and then uses the 
construction in Theorem 2. Clearly then it gives the invariants for the pair 
(A, B) so long as B is nonsingular and the minimal polynomial of S is 
separable. In matrix notation we have S = A when Z3 = I, and it is known 14, 
p. 2371 that every symmetric A has separable minimal polynomial iff the 
underlying field K is formally real. Thus we can see exactly how far his 
method can be extended: 
COROLLARY 3. Friedland’s method gives invariants for orthogonal equiv- 
alence of symmetric A precisely when the base field is formally real. 
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